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Hope Jahren Early Life

• Born September 27th, 1969

• Austin, Minnesota

• Three older brothers

• Father- Scientist and professor at 
local community college

• Mother- Unable to complete science 
degree due to finances

• "Extension of indestructible mother"

• Left high school a year early

• University of Minnesota



Hope Jahren Education

• A Geobiologist

• Obtained her undergraduate degree 
at the University of Minnesota, in 
Chemistry

• Completed her PhD at University of 
California Berkeley, in Soil Science

• Moved to Georgia Institute of 
Technology ( her first research lab)

• Then to Johns Hopkins University 
and University of Hawaii

• Currently, she is at the University of 
Oslo, Norway



Science vs. Literature

• Science and literature are deeply connected.

• Jahren’s mother helped her realize the importance of reading.

• Jahren believes words convey the exactness of scientific knowledge.

• Jahren’s subconscious made literary connections while she worked.

Start with this audio 

recording first, then 
continue in order.



Science vs. Literature (continued)

“Science has taught me that everything is more complicated than we first assume, and 

that being able to derive happiness from discovery is a recipe for a beautiful life. It has 

also convinced me that carefully writing everything down is the only real defense we have 

against forgetting something important that once was and is no more […]” (Jahren, 29).

Jahren, Hope. Lab Girl. Knopf. 2016.



Women in Science

“The difference between us were purely cosmetic: He tall and pale and clean-shaven, thin-almost-
gaunt in his khakis and white shirt…….When I was five I also decided that the real me looked 

exactly like that, even though on the outside I was disguised as a girl.” (Jahren, 17)



Sexism in Science

“I learned that female professors and departmental secretaries are the natural enemies of the 
academic world, as I was privileged to hear discussion of my sexual orientation........... through the 

paper-thin walls of the break room located adjacent to my office." (Jahren, 129)

“When I was separated from the lab, 
attending some seminar or 

conference........... pasty middle-aged men 
who regarded me as they would a mangy 
stray that had slipped in through an open 

basement window.” (Jahren, 129)



A Sense of Belonging

“ people are like plants: they grow toward the light I chose science because science 
gave me what I needed - a home as defined in the most literal sense: a safe place to 

be.” (Jahren, 18)

- For Hope Jahren, a laboratory is a place where:
• home
• pursue her dream
• answer her curiosity
• Feel content
• put her "brain out on her finger"



Family/Motherhood

• Scandinavian culture- do not share feelings 
or ask personal questions

• Craving intimate conversation and love 
since childhood

• Difficult relationship with family, 
especially mother

• Making her own family- first Bill, then 
Clint, and later her son

• Fear about motherhood

• expecting her own failure and 
resentment from her child

• Coming to terms with her own abilities and 
motherhood



Embracing Motherhood

"Every kiss that I give my child heals one that I had ached for but was 
not given- indeed, it had turned out to be the only thing that ever 

could. Before my son was born, I anguished over whether I would be 
able to love him. Now I worry that my love is too vast for him to 
understand. He needs to know a mother's love, and here I am, 

impotent to express the fullness of it. I now realize that my son was 
the end of a waiting that I didn’t even know I was doing. That he was 
both impossible and inevitable. That I have been given one chance to 
be someone's mother. Yes, I am his mother- I can say that now- for 

only after I released myself from my own expectations of motherhood 
did I realize that they were something I could fulfill."

(Jahren, 256)



Family Theme Summarized

• Personal development

• Intimacy in relationship and with 
child

• Creates family with Bill

• Important development in Hope 
Jahren's life



The First Time Ever

"The first time I performed an experiment that wasn't a rote 
classroom exercise I was nineteen, and I did it because I wanted the 

money. I must have held ten different jobs while I was an 
undergraduate at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. For the 

entirety of the four years that I was there, I worked twenty hours a 
week and much more than during the breaks, earning money 

to supplement my scholarship. I worked as a proofreader for the 
university's press, a secretary to the dean of agriculture, a 

cameraperson for the long-distance learning program, and a 
machinist polishing glass slides. I taught swimming lessons, fetched 
library books, and ushered rich people to their seats within Northrop 

Auditorium. But none of it compared with the time that I spent 
working in a hospital pharmacy."

(Jahren, 32)



The First Time Ever (where it all started)

• Hope Jahren describes the life she's lived when she talks about "The 
First Time Ever" phase of her life and the jobs that she's had. She 
describes the knowledge she's learned as a scientist trying to find 
her way in the world. No matter what job or opportunities being 
thrown our way, every experience we go through in life and the 
importance of not giving up molds us into the person we are today. 



Conclusion

• Science vs literature

• Women in science

• Family/Motherhood

• Becoming a scientist



Thank 
You!


